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Blockbuster Highlights

Campania's coastline is one of the world's most beautiful, inspiring countless artists, romantics and bon vivants. This itinerary takes in its most seductive highlights.

Start with two days in **Naples**, spending one day exploring its World Heritage–listed historic centre and another in nearby **Pompeii**. On day three, catch a morning ferry to **Capri**, giving yourself two days to fall madly in love with this fabled island. Glide into the dazzling Grotta Azzurra (Blue Grotto), ride up to Monte Solaro, and lose the hordes on bucolic walking trails. On day five, catch a ferry to **Sorrento**, from where buses and seasonal ferries continue to **Positano**. Base yourself here for your last nights, slipping on your Prada sandals and sauntering through its chic, labyrinthine laneways. Sup on fresh seafood, hire your own boat, or tie up your hiking boots and get a natural high on the Sentiero degli Dei (Path of the Gods). From Positano, **Amalfi** is an easy day trip, the deeply historic town famed for its eclectic, centuries-old cathedral and cloisters. From Amalfi, buses lead up to sky-high **Ravello**, whose world-famous panoramic gardens make for a breathtaking epilogue.
The greater Naples area is home to some of Italy’s oldest and most impressive human achievements, not to mention some of its most outstanding natural scenery. Follow this route for an intoxicating mix of archaeology, artistry and soul-stirring beauty.

Base yourself in action-packed Naples for five days, savouring its World Heritage-status pizza and visceral street life. Make time for top-tier antiquities at the Museo Archeologico Nazionale and astounding 18th-century sculptures in the Capella Sansevero. Just leave time for a kayaking tour of the city’s coastline, peppered with ancient ruins and anecdote-sparking villas.

Dedicate two days to day trips from the city. Options include Caserta, home to an epic, Unesco-lauded baroque palace that upstages Versailles, or Ercolano, home to the remarkably well-preserved ruins of Herculaneum. Another option is the underrated Campi Flegrei, a scattering of Graeco-Roman ruins and volcanic landscapes. Snoop around Italy’s third-largest Roman amphitheatre in Pozzuoli, see where emperors soaked in Baia, or seek out the chamber inhabited by Aeneid’s oracle at the ruins in Cuma. Alternatively, slip on a bathing suit and soak like the Romans in Lucrino.

Come day six, catch a ferry from Naples across to pastel-coloured Procida and spend a couple of days relaxing in stuck-in-time fishing villages and on secret beaches. From here, it’s a short ferry ride across to the lush, verdant sprawl of Ischia on day eight. Take three days to explore the island’s thermal springs, gardens, wineries and historic sites, among them a commanding Aragonese castle and an archaeological museum filled with local Hellenic finds.

From Ischia, high-season ferries offer direct connections to Capri. Outside this period, you will need to head back to Naples to catch a Capri-bound service. Either way, treat yourself to three days on the region’s most fabled island. It’s here that you’ll find the scandal-riddled former retreats of Roman Emperor Tiberius and French poet Jacques d’Adelswärd-Fersen, not to mention some of Europe’s most arresting coastal landscapes.
Top: Sea urchin dish
Bottom: Medieval festival, Teggiano (p196)
While the lure of Naples, Capri and the Amalfi Coast are irresistible, Campania heaves with lesser-known marvels. From Hellenic temples and cave-studded mountains to one of Italy’s largest monasteries, this route leads down less-trodden paths.

Start your adventure in the underrated city of Salerno, home to one of Italy’s most captivating medieval cathedrals. Head up to the Castello di Arechi for sweeping views, and to the revamped waterfront for a late-afternoon passeggiata (stroll). After dark, join the salernitani (Salerno locals) in the city’s vibrant medieval heart for a little bar-hopping and movida (partying). On day two, bid Salerno arrivederci and head inland for three days in the rugged beauty of the Parco Nazionale del Cilento, Vallo di Diano e Alburni, Italy’s second-largest national park and a Unesco World Heritage site. Base yourself at one of the park’s agriturismi and explore the area’s famous grottoes, namely the Grotte di Castelcivita and Grotte di Pertosa-Auletta.

Make sure you spend a morning or afternoon in Padula, famous for its mammoth Carthusian monastery, the 14th-century Certosa di San Lorenzo. Not far from the Certosa is the fabled Valle delle Orchidee (Valley of the Orchids), whose 70-plus varieties of orchid create a spectacular blaze of springtime colour. Allow a few hours to explore the shamelessly charming medieval village of Teggiano and make a stop at Roscigno Vecchia. A veritable ghost town abandoned early last century, it’s one of the national park’s more curious sites.

Continue west towards the coast on day five to gasp at the mighty Greek temples of Paestum, the oldest of which dates back to the 6th century BC. Spend the evening and the following morning in Agropoli, wandering its atmospheric centro storico (historic centre) before heading south to Santa Maria di Castellabate for superlative seafood noshing. On day seven, head up to the beautiful medieval town of Castellabate and wander its shamelessly charming laneways, then spend the afternoon exploring the ancient ruins of Velia. End your Cilento travels with a couple of lazy beach days in Palinuro, which, like Capri, lays claim to a dazzling Grotta Azzurra (Blue Grotto).
Off the Beaten Track

**PISCINA MIRABILIS**
You’ll need to call ahead to access the Piscina Mirabilis, a cathedral-like cistern and marvel of ancient Roman engineering, hidden away in a Bacoli backstreet. (p101)

**ORTO BOTANICO DI NAPOLI**
If you need a break from Naples’ inexhaustible energy, find solace in this historic botanic garden, bursting with flora from as far afield as Australia. (p76)

**MONTE EPOMEO & THE HINTERLAND**
Beyond Ischia’s beaches and spas is a rugged, lofty interior made for inspiring, contemplative hikes that reward with sensational vistas and natural beauty. (p140)

**VINTAGE VILLAS**
Pompeii and Herculaneum aren’t the only Roman treasures flanking the Bay of Naples, with other survivors including a once-luxurious villa in ancient Oplontis. (p108)

**PASSEGGIATA DEL PIZZOLUNGO**
Escape the selfie sticks, shoppers and poseurs on one of Capri’s most spectacular walking trails, a manageable one-hour saunter that takes in spectacular west-coast sights. (p123)

**VESUVIUS ON HORSEBACK**
Mt Vesuvius is more than its panoramic crater, with slopes rich in flora and fauna. Explore its oft-overlooked wilderness on a horseback tour. (p109)
RAVELLO RAMBLES
Right above the Amalfi Coast is a tranquil wonderland of olive groves, atmospheric village streets and hypnotic vistas, all accessible on foot. Go on, escape! (p177)

HIKING IN THE CILENTO
Tie up your hiking boots and explore a Campania of arresting mountain landscapes, soaring golden eagles and, in season, colourful carpets of wild flowers. (p197)

ATRANI
Amalfi town’s humbler sibling offers understated charm, lower prices and an authentic vibe that feels much more local than its more famous coastal rivals. (p176)
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Santa Maria a Cetrella 125
Santa Maria di Castellabate 185, 193
Sant’Agata sui due Golfi 163-4, 211-12
Sant’Angelo 137-41, 208-9
Sapri 185
Scala 177
scams 264
Scarlatti, Alessandro 232
Seggiovia del Monte Solaro 125
Sentiero degli Dei 148-9
Settimana Santa 20, 156
shopping 276, see also individual locations
shrines 240
SITA buses 164
smoking 263
snorkelling, see diving
Solimena, Francesco 231-2
Sorrento 152-6, 153, 160
accommodation 209-11
activities 155-6
courses 156
drinking & nightlife 157-8
festivals & events 156
food 156-7
information 159
shopping 158-9
sights 152-5
town travel 159-62
Sorrento Peninsula 162-5
spas 33
Giardini Poseidon 136
Negombo 133-4
Parco Termale Aphrodite 140
Terme Cavacura 140
Terme Stufe di Nerone 98
Spiaggia di Faro 126
Stabiae 108
Stadio San Paolo 98
Strada Statale 163 164
street art 56
subterranean Naples 254-6
supernatural 238-40
swimming 33

Taxes 263
taxis 272
Teatro San Carlo 64
Teggiano 196
telephone services 265
Tenuta Vannulo 191
theatre 233
thermal baths, see spas
time 14, 265
tipping 17, 263
toilets 265
Toledo (Naples) 63
accommodation 202-4
drinking & nightlife 85
entertainment 88
food 79-80
shopping 89-90
sights 62-7
Torre 180
tourism 220-1
tourist information 265-6
train travel 268, 272
town travel 268-7
travel within Campania 268-72
trekking, see hiking
Trentova-Tresino 192
TV 263

V
vacations 264
Velia 185
Vesuvius 13, 102-3, 109, 13

Via San Gregorio Armeno 54
Vietri sul Mare 181
Villa Jovis 121
Villa Lysis 121
Villa Malaparte 123
Villa Roma Antiquarium 179
visas 14, 266
Vomero (Naples) 72
drinking & nightlife 86
entertainment 88

food 82
shopping 91-2
sights 69-71

W
walking, see hiking
walking tours 87, 87
Walton, Susana 141
Walton, William 141

weather 14, 20-1, see also individual regions
websites, see internet resources
weights 263
wine 245
Wine & The City 20, 76
work 266
OUR STORY
A beat-up old car, a few dollars in the pocket and a sense of adventure. In 1972 that’s all Tony and Maureen Wheeler needed for the trip of a lifetime – across Europe and Asia overland to Australia. It took several months, and at the end – broke but inspired – they sat at their kitchen table writing and stapling together their first travel guide, *Across Asia on the Cheap*. Within a week they’d sold 1500 copies. Lonely Planet was born. Today, Lonely Planet has offices in Franklin, London, Melbourne, Oakland, Dublin, Beijing and Delhi, with more than 600 staff and writers. We share Tony’s belief that ‘a great guidebook should do three things: inform, educate and amuse’.

OUR WRITERS

**Cristian Bonetto**

*Naples, Pompeii & Around*

Cristian has contributed to over 30 Lonely Planet guides to date, including *New York City, Italy, Venice & the Veneto, Denmark, Copenhagen, Sweden* and *Singapore*. Lonely Planet work aside, his musings on travel, food, culture and design appear in numerous publications around the world, including *The Telegraph* (UK) and *Corriere del Mezzogiorno* (Italy). When not on the road, you’ll find the reformed playwright and TV scriptwriter slurping espresso in his beloved hometown, Melbourne. Instagram: rexcat75. Cristian also wrote *Plan Your Trip* and *Understand*.

**Brendan Sainsbury**

*The Islands, The Amalfi Coast, Salerno & the Cilento*

Born and raised in the UK in a town that never merits a mention in any guidebook (Andover, Hampshire), Brendan spent the holidays of his youth caravanning in the English Lake District and didn’t leave Blighty until he was 19. Making up for lost time, he has since squeezed 70 countries into a sometimes precarious existence as a writer and professional vagabond. His rocking-chair memories will probably include staging a performance of ‘A Comedy of Errors’ at a school in war-torn Angola and running 150 miles across the Sahara Desert in the Marathon des Sables. In the last 11 years, he has written over 40 books for Lonely Planet, covering everything from Castro’s Cuba to the canyons of Peru. Brendan also wrote the *Activities* and *Travel with Children* chapters.